the artists that their work for the theater and about the theater ceased to be a random phenomenon. Many artists of the time are seeking new ways of understanding the surrounding world and translating it by non-traditional artistic techniques and expressive means.
The following art scholarly works were reviewed during this research, dedicated to: the matters of arts synthesis and expressive language: V. Volodina "Modern: issues of synthesis" (M., 1994); G. Dadianova (London, 1968) . During the research on the matter it transpired that there were no advanced studies dedicated to the matter of synthesis between the ballet and plastic arts neither for the reviewed period nor for any other periods.
METHODS
Thanks to Sergei Diaghilev, Russian ballet became the literal epicenter of emergence and rapid spread of classical ballet all over the world. A wide range of the influence field as well as high degree of its intensity are largely due to the integrative and synthetic nature of ballet as on organic whole with its constituent parts as choreography, painting, literature and music being in a harmonic ensemble unity and convergence. The problem of our research is the comprehensive study of the specific interaction between the components of ballet art system in relation to the specific socio-cultural conditions of the ballet existence. Synthesis is the basis for interspecific relationships in the system of the ballet theatre plastic arts; it determined a comprehensive research methodology including historical, cultural, artistic and stylistic methods. They made it possible to present various facets of theatrical synthesis at the turn of the 20th century and identify established attributes of interaction between ballet and plastic arts both at the formal and content levels.
RESULTS
The extant visual sources (sketches of costumes and scenes, portraits of artists and choreographers, scenic design models and demonstrated video recordings of Diaghilev's ballets) demonstrate that the ballet theater merges with new art culture that becomes its faithful assistant. [10] , [16] . The diversity of stylistic aspirations and schools of the ballet (classical dance, modern dance, elements of theater performances, mystery plays and extravaganzas, choreographic miniatures and impressionistic compositions) coincidently was the process of self-determination of the new art for artists and the process of conceptualization of their own specific solutions. Ballet became the strongest catalyst for the imagination of the masters of fine arts, it provided them with a wide field for stylistic aspirations. [23] . On the other hand, the very fine art of the turn of the century is a complex and ambiguous phenomenon, a kaleidoscope of trends, movements, styles and theories (Art Nouveau, realism, impressionism, primitivism, etc.). It's not a coincidence that one may find images of almost any direction, style and method of expression in the ballet topic of the late of 19th -early 20th centuries. Each of them is based on a certain understanding of the nature of a new creative method and range of variety of its forms. Many artists of the time are seeking new ways of understanding the surrounding world and translating it by different artistic techniques and expressive means. Various creative associations emerged during this period, such as World of Art (Mir Iskusstva), Blue Rose, Russian Artists' Union and Knave of Diamonds, are characterized by diversity of manners of execution and creative methods, when the very structure of a work not only reveals the meaning of the depicted image but also sets a mood and expresses the content.
Art and dance are intertwined and this interaction indicates the ingenuousness of direct and inverse link. For instance, the artists of the World of Art association often referred to ballet in their works,
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while Isadora Duncan in her so-called "antiquity" relies not so much on ancient dance but rather on ancient sculpture. The choreographer Michel Fokine's sympathy to the related arts of painting and sculpture is well known, in particular related to ancient Egyptian and Classical antiquity art. However, the facets of artists' personalities are never erased and remain even more important. A degree of contact between dancers and artists remains just as important. It is the proximity of the two arts, namely visual and choreographic, that are capable to cooperate, the possibility of two-way mutual influence and enrichment and their proximity in the historical context of the time that attracted artists to the ballet, giving them hopes for a truly creative collaboration.
Masters of the World of Art play a special role here. "Indeed, the international prominence of many members of the World of Art group, especially Léon Bakst and Alexandre Benois, relied upon their scenic designs for the most ambitious Diaghilev's ventures, with their desire to integrate all kinds of art, their improvisations on topic of archaics, exotics and the East, their search for new production techniques concerning choreography, music approaches and visual effects that fundamentally were the embodiment of many principles developed in the World of Art group." [2] Sergei Diaghilev and Russian retrospectivism is one of the aspects of the exposition presented by "Dreamer Artists" (referred to as such by the art critic Sergei Makovsky), where the choreographer Michel Fokine's visual culture is embodied in. [24] . First of all, these are sketches by Léon Bakst, Alexandre Benois, Alexander Golovin and Mstislav Doboujinsky to the ballets such as Les Papillons, Le Pavillon d'Armide, the Firebird, the Cleopatra, Les Sylphides, Carnaval, Le Spectre de la rose, Narcisse et Echo, Afternoon of a Faun etc.
A separate page consists of theatrical practices of Natalia Goncharova and Mikhail Larionov invited by Sergei Diaghilev for collaboration in performances Liturgy, Chout, Les Contes russes, Soleil de Nuit and Les noces. Russian lubok picture, folk signboard and folklore are at the core of scenic design for these characters. Graphical, painting and sculptural works dedicated to master dancers and sketches of ballet costumes and scenery are contained in a number of museum and private collections as well as catalogues of Diaghilev's exhibitions of the turn of the century. This is confirmed by a number of illustrative programs devoted to performances of Russian ballet that are stored in the Russian state archive of literature and art and those included in the Sotheby's catalogs. [20] Avant-garde artistic trends in theater contributed to the expansion of the range of means of artistic expression using technological novelties. Visual sources show the figure of Sergey Diaghilev as the organizer of the grand theater company existing solely due to his artistic acumen and inexhaustible energy. His activity is an important episode inseparable from the Russian ballet against a background of the entire artistic culture at the turn of the 20th century.
CONCLUSION
To sum up, we'd like to note that an insight into the creativity lab of masters somehow connected with the Dyagilev's Ballets Russes company provides a visual representation of a service nature of the respective documentary material. The study of iconographic data brings about new information about the syncretism of the Silver Age, about the peculiarities of creative endeavors of the dance masters in creating new choreographic forms and the nature of the characters, as well as clarifies our understanding of the role the activity of S. Diaghilev played in the artistic life of Russia and foreign countries. In general, the study of historiography and iconography of the matter immerses us into the atmosphere of the period, demonstrates aesthetic endeavors of performers, choreographers and artists
